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execution model of HCSM’S state machines. Without providing formal semantics, we provide

enough detail to implement the state machines and an execution engine to run them HCSM

explicitly marries the reactwe (or logical) portion of system behavior with the control activities

that produce the behavior. HCSM state machines contain actLuzty functions that produce outputs

each time a machine is executed. An activity function’s output value is computed as a function of

accessible external data and the outputs of lower-level state machines. We show how this enables

HCSM to model behaviors that involve attending to multiple concurrent concerns and arbitrat-

ing between conflicting demands for limited resources. The execution algorlthm is free of order

dependencies that cause robustness and stability problems in behavior rnodehng, In addition, we

examine the problems of populating virtual envu-onments with autonomous agents exhibiting

interesting behavior and of authoring scenarios involving such agents. We argue that HCSM is

well suited for modeling the reactive behavior of autonomous agents and for directing such

agents to produce desired situations. We demonstrate use of HCSM for modehng vehicle

behavior and orchestrating scenarios in the Iowa Driving Simulator, an lmmerslve real-time

vu-tual driving environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

State machines provide a natural framework for programming the behavior

of reactive or autonomous synthetic entities in interactive simulation envi-

ronments, The state machine methodology has been successfully employed in

a number of real-time control domains including robot walking and reactive

systems [Brooks 1986, 1989; Dormer 1986]. Unfortunately, the absence of

abstraction mechanisms and the lack of concurrency limits the usefulness of

traditional state machines for programming complex behaviors [Harel 1987;

Harel et al. 1990; Aronson 1994; Hansen 1993]. In this paper, we present a

control modeling framework, HCSM, based on a new form of communicating,

hierarchical, concurrent state machines, and demonstrate its usefulness for

modeling entity behaviors and orchestrating scenarios in real-time simula-

tion and virtual environment applications.

1.1 Motivation

The development of HCSM was motivated by the problems of authoring

scenarios for virtual environments (vEs). Specifically, it grew out of our

experience in two areas—creating experiment-specific traffic for the Iowa

Driving Simulator (IDS) and controlling high-degree-of-freedom mechanisms,

such as anthropomorphic robots, in animation and multibody dynamics simu-

lations. In both domains, we discovered a need to (1) model reactive au-

tonomous behavior of complex entities, and (2) orchestrate groups of such

entities to satisfy the goals or intentions of an experimenter\ author. We

show how the HCSM framework supports both the specification of reactive

behaviors and the creation of scenarios involving the coordination of au-

tonomous agents. Ultimately, we would like to create an environment that

supports the full range of scenario authoring requirements—from modeling

basic reactive behavior to orchestrating situations involving several entities

on up to specifying complex scenarios involving choreographed sequences of

situations amidst a background of basic reactive behavior.

We believe behavior and scenario authoring to be critical technologies for

virtual environment applications. Most of the research on ~E has concen-

trated on the presentation technology required to create immersive experi-

ences including high-speed high-fidelity graphics, head-mounted displays,

position trackers, haptic sensing devices, and the software architectures for

integrating VE system components. Relatively little attention has been de-

voted to dynamic realism. As a consequence, most VES are visually rich but

behaviorally impoverished. Users encounter worlds that are nice to look at

but relatively “lifeless.” If things move around in the environment and react

to the user or each other they typically do so in simple and unconvincing

ways. Developments in real-time interactive simulation provide one of the

missing pieces of the puzzle; by integrating real-time simulation into VE

applications, we should be able to add more action to VES. Most real-time

simulation tools, however, provide passive behavior, for the most part: basic

physics but little means to control the behavior of entities. HCSM is intended

to provide the other required piece: a framework for creating and controlling

action in VES through connection with real-time simulation software.
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Overall, a successful framework must satisfy several sometimes conflicting

demands by providing support for:

—reactive behavior of autonomous agents,

—orchestrating the behaviors of multiple agents,

—behaviors requiring attention to multiple concurrent concerns,

—arbitration among competing behaviors, and

—increment al modification of behaviors.

In addition, the underlying mechanisms must be amenable to efficient imple-

mentation. Finally, we believe it should also possess clean simple operational

semantics so that the inherently complex problem of specifying behaviors will

not be made any more difficult than necessary.

Section 2 reviews current and previous related work. In Section 3 we

describe the HCSM framework: we informally define our particular kind of

hierarchical, concurrent state machines, present an algorithm for executing

them, and elaborate on some of the decisions and trade-offs made in design-

ing HCSM. In Section 4, we demonstrate how HCSM is well suited for

modeling agent behavior and for composing scenarios in virtual environments

by describing its use in a real-time driving simulation application. In Section

5, we briefly describe user-interface tools for programming, debugging, and

visualizing HCSM programs.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Our work on HCSM has been strongly influenced by other research on state

machine-based behavior control, control methodologies for satisfying concur-

rent goals, and generation of scenarios involving autonomous agents. The

concept of hierarchical, concurrent state machines is certainly not new; our

work defines a particular variety of hierarchical, concurrent state machines

designed to meet the requirements of behavior and scenario control in virtual

environment applications.

A great deal of work has been done in systems theory and simulation

methodology, providing formal treatments and firm foundations for analyz-

ing, evaluating, and comparing and contrasting modeling formalisms. For

instance, DEVS-based formalisms [Zeigler 1989, 1990; Praehofer 1991; Ziegler

and Kim] provide a framework for modeling discrete and combined discrete-

continuous systems that has been shown to be, in a certain sense, universal.

Research in event-based control [Ramadge and Wonham 1987, 1992; Hey-

mann 1992; Brave and Heymann 1993] has provided formal foundations for
control of discrete-event dynamic systems. The HCSM framework is based on

a single kind of state machine modeling mechanism. However, recent work on

the integration of multiple types of models within a single simulation frame-

work, called m ultinzodeling (see, for example, Fishwick [ 1995]), may ulti-

mately provide the basis for even more flexible frameworks.

In earlier work, Hansen developed a hierarchical, concurrent state machine

framework, the Conceptual Control Modeler (CCM), for specifying behaviors

of high-degree-of-freedom mechanisms in rigid-body dynamics simulation
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[Hansen 1993; Hansen et al. 1994]. CCM provides control programming tools

that are useful for developing animations and simulations of human, robot,

and insect walking, robotic hand manipulation strategies, and interacting

robots (e.g., robots assembing something or playing games). CCM was devel-

oped for use with the Newton system [ Cremer and Stewart 1989] and similar

rigid-body dynamics simulators.

Harel’s statechart formalism [Harel 1987; Harel et al. 1990] has influenced

our work strongly. Statecharts elegantly extend traditional finite state au-

tomata to include hierarchy, concurrency, and broadcast communication. The

AND and OR states of statecharts correspond closely to the concurrent and

sequential state machines of HCSM. There are a number of significant

differences, however. Unlike statecharts, treatment of activities is tightly

integrated into the basic HCSM framework. The connection between state

and activities is less explicit in statecharts. Another difference is that transi-

tions in statecharts may cross hierarchy levels. To foster component reusabil-

ity, the HCSM approach is more tightly encapsulated; transitions do not cross

state machine boundaries. In general, statecharts have looser scoping restric-

tions. Conditions on statechart transitions, for instance, may depend on the

active status of any other states. In contrast, an HCSM cannot directly

examine the state of any other machines, not even its own children.

Overall, in developing HCSM, we sought to make design decisions that

would yield a balance between expressibility and simplicity. We wanted clear

intuitive (operational) semantics, an integrated treatment of activities, and a

strong sense of encapsulation.

Reynolds [1987] demonstrated a method for managing competing goals in

his work on flocking behaviors. He did not present a detailed description of

the underlying behavior mechanism, but outlined the decomposition of “boid”

(Reynolds’ term for a generic flocking entity) behavior into three components

—flock centering, collision avoidance, velocity matching. These behaviors

compete for the same resources, which control acceleration and heading,

essentially. Reynolds’ technique resolves the possibly conflicting demands

using a hybrid priority/averaging scheme.

Brooks’ [1986, 1989] subsumption architecture is an appealing concept that

has exhibited success in control of walking and other mobile robots. Con-

trollers are built hierarchically, based on partitioning control among levels of

competence. Each level consists of a set of augmented finite state

machines—lower levels implement basic behavior, and higher levels may

subsume the lower levels to modify the basic behaviors.

As part of the Jack~~ project in the Human Modeling and Simulating Lab

at the University of Pennsylvania, Badler, Becket, and others have developed

several behavior modeling mechanisms, including PaTNets (Parallel Transi-

tion Nets) [Badler et al. 1995; Becket 1994] and behavior nets [Badler et al.

1995], to facilitate programming the behavior of simulated humans.

The problems of reconciling an experimenter’s or author’s intended plot or

story with the unpredictable actions of a virtual environment user have only
recently come under research scrutiny; Bates [Kelso et al. 1993; Loyall and

Bates 1993; Bates 1992] and Laurel [199 1] present some of the first work on
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and discussion of this area. Along similar lines, Blumberg [Blumberg and

Galyean 1995] is one of the first to advocate, as we do, the investigation of

architectures that integrate autonomous agent modeling with external “direc-

torial” control. Blumberg’s multilevel behavior architecture has been used to

develop a “virtual dog” that interacts with human users in an engaging and

believable manner.

Other relevant work in modeling and controlling autonomous agents can be

found in Laird [Tambe et al. 1995], Maes [ 1990], and Shawver and Stansfield

[1995]. In the specific domain of modeling autonomous vehicle behavior and

generating scenarios in driving simulation, examples of work related to ours

include Reece [1992] and Donikian and Arnaldi [1994].

3. THE HCSM FRAMEWORK

State machines encode context-dependent actions in a set of states. If we

attach activity functions to states, traditional single-level, nonconcurrent

finite state automata can be used to control behavior in a simulation environ-

ment. An activity function implements a control law appropriate to the

associated state. When evaluated, an activity function computes and returns

control values. Control input can be supplied to the simulation by mapping

activity function output values onto control variables and executing the state

machines at (typically) regular intervals as depicted in Figure 1. State

transitions encode the behavioral logic of the controlled system: a state

transition, in response to simulation events, yields a new active control law.

In the figure activity functions (Al, A2, A3) may be attached to states (S1, S2,

S3) of traditional finite state automata to implement behavior control. When-

ever the state machine is executed, the activity function of the active state is

evaluated and its output passed to an interface where it is mapped to control

variables in the simulation database.

Traditional finite state automata lack abstraction and encapsulation mech-

anisms, making reuse of state machine components difficult. The inability to

partition behavior into separate modules complicates modification and exten-

sion of state machines; changes tend to propagate throughout the state

machine. Furthermore, the single-minded focus and sequential logic of non-

concurrent state machines make it very difficult to satisfy the demands of
problems that require simultaneous attention to many aspects of the environ-

ment. Unfortunately, much of the behavior we wish to imbue in autonomous

agents fits into this category. As the problem size grows, states and transi-

tions proliferate to represent the response to factors occurring in various

combinations. In the worst case, every existing state must be duplicated and

connected to every other state to accommodate a new factor in the environ-

ment. This potential for exponential growth is one of the commonly cited

disadvantages of finite state automata.
To remedy these problems, we extended the state machine model to include

hierarchies of concurrent state machines. In our model, any state machine

may contain multiple, concurrently executing child state machines. We find

that HCSM machines are easier to design, modify, and debug than the

corresponding single-level state machines.
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Fig. 1. Activity functions (Al, A2, A3)

may be attached to states (S1, S2, S3)

of traditional finite state automata to

implement behavior control. Whenever

the state machine is executed, the

activity function of the active state is

evaluated and its output passed to an
interface where it is mapped to control
variables in the simulation database.
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3.1 An Informal

In this section

state machines

Definition of HCSM State Machines

we describe the particular form of hierarchical, concurrent

developed for our framework. Although we do not provide a

formal definition or semantics, we describe the structure of the state ma-

chines and an execution algorithm for them with enough detail to permit

implementation. We also examine a number of trade-off and design decisions.

An HCSM state machine is a structure of the form

(M, T, L, I, O, C, A, AP, start, active),

where

M’

T

L

I

o

c

A

AP

start

active

is a set of (child) HCSM state machines,

is a set of transitions, where a transition is a triple of the form

( mf,O~, m,., condition) with mf,.~, m,. = M and condition a
predicate function,

is a set of local variables,

is a set of input parameters,

is a set of output parameters,

is a set of set-valued variables (called a control panel containing

buttons and dials),

is the activity function,

is a function called the pre-activity function,

is the initial active HCSM, and

is the current active HCSM.

In HCSM, we drop the distinction between states and state machines. The

basic entity is a state machine. Instead of consisting of states, HCSM state
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machines contain child state machines. In sequential HCSMs,l exactly one

child is active at any moment, just as one state is active within a standard

finite state automaton. State machines become active or inactive when tran-

sitions fire based on associated predicates.

The simplest HCSMS, called leaf HCSMS, contain no children and no

transitions. An HCSM that contains one or more transitions is called sequen -

tial. In a sequential HCSM, exactly one child is active at a time. In addition,

one of the children is designated as the start HCSM; it becomes active when

the parent is activated. A concurrent HCSM has child state machines, but no

transitions. In a concurrent HCSM, all children are active whenever the

parent is.

Transitions. In a sequential HCSM control is transferred between child

HCSMS by the firing of transitions. A transition’s condition is a predicate

function of the input parameters, local variables, and control panel values. A

transition is enabled if from –state is the active HCSM and the condition is

satisfied. Note that more than one transition may be simultaneously enabled.

When an HCSM is executed and only one transition is enabled, that transi-

tion fires, resulting in to–state becoming the new active HCSM. If more than

one transition is simultaneously enabled, the one to fire is chosen nondeter-

ministically.

Activities. An HCSM’S activity function is responsible for computing

HCSM output values as a function of the output values of child HCSMS and

the values of input parameters, local variables, and control panel values. In

addition, activity functions may write values to local variables, and may send

messages to the control panels of other HCSMS.

The activity function for a sequential state machine is often quite simple;

output values are computed based on the output values of the single active

child. When the child’s output values correspond directly with the parent’s

outputs, the activity function typically passes those values through directly.

In contrast, the activity function for a concurrent state machine must

compute a set of output values based on the outputs of multiple active

children. If the children represent independent control components, the par-

ent’s outputs might simply be the disjoint union of the children’s outputs. In

many cases, however, the multiple active children correspond to competing

goals. Each child provides its own opinion about how to use controllable

resources to satisfy its goals. In such cases, an activity function implements a

resolution method that computes a set of outputs for the parent HCSM based

on the outputs of the children. In designing state machines for controlling

autonomous vehicles in driving simulation (see Section 4. 1), a “most conser-

vative” activity function yields good behavior in many (though not all) cases.

1Properly, the term “HCSM is used as a name for our state machine-based behavior and

scenario control framework, For conciseness, we will also use It to mean “a hierarchical

concurrent state machine as defined in the HCSM framework, ” The intended interpretation

should be clear from tb e context.
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For example, the top-level driving state machine is responsible for supplying

desired acceleration and heading to the simulation system. Among this

machine’s children are machines called Ma int a in Speed, which outputs ac-

celerations that will cause the vehicle to travel at the posted speed limit, and

Fo 11 OW, which produces accelerations to maintain a fixed gap between the

vehicle and the car ahead of it. Using a resolution method that simply

chooses the minimum acceleration, the activity function implements a “most

conservative” control law that will reduce speed to follow a slow-moving

vehicle but will not blindly continue to follow that vehicle if it speeds up too

much. The same result could be achieved using speed-based transitions

between two noncurrent states. But this would involve replication of effort;

only one state would need to worry about following behavior, but both would

have to know about maintaining speed limits.

A HCMS’S pre-activity function is responsible for controlling the flow of

information into the child state machines. It can be visualized as defining

“wiring” between parent inputs and child inputs. The framework allows more

than simple input to input mappings, however. A pre-activity function com-

putes child input parameter values as a function of parent input values, local

variable values, and button and dial values. For convenience and because it

allows us to generate efficient HCSM code more easily, we also allow pre-ac-

tivity functions to write local variables and to send messages, just as activity

functions may.

Communication. Control panels provide a means for state machines to

communicate with one another by sending messages during a simulation.

Conceptually, we think of control panels as consisting of a set of buttons or

dials that can be “pushed or set to values in a given range. When state

machines send messages they are sent to a particular button or dial on the

receiver’s control panel. In the formal framework, each button or dial is

simply a receiving area for messages to the HCSM. All messages sent to a

particular button or dial are collected and made available as a set to the

receiving HCSM.

For example, we may want a vehicle to turn right at the next intersection

in order to set the stage for a scenario event. This can be requested by

pushing the “turn right” button on the vehicle’s control panel. Buttons and

dials permit state machines to interact with other state machines in ways

that cannot be fully anticipated before the simulation begins. This ability is

crucial to the orchestration of behaviors to create critical events and circum-

stances. For example, the traffic light state machine has a button that causes

it to change from red to green.

Pre-activity and activity functions and conditions are free to interpret these

sets as they wish; there are no prespecified ways of resolving multiple dial

settings or button presses (e.g., a turn button on a vehicle HCSM might

receive two messages, one suggesting a left turn, the other suggesting a right

turn).
Messages must be addressed to specific dials or buttons on specific HCSMS.

So, in order for an activity function to send a message it needs to have a
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handle on the HCSM to which it is to be sent. HCSMS know the identities of

their children so a parent activity function can use messages to regulate and

coordinate the workings of its children. Also, in many simulations, explicit

pairings are made between simulation entities and top-level (root) HCSMS. If

this set of pairings is made available to the HCSMS through inputs connected

to the simulation database, HCSMS can monitor simulation entities and

influence their behavior by sending messages to the corresponding top-level

HCSMS.

A Blackbox View of HCSM State Machines. Conceptually, an HCSM state

machine can be viewed as a blackbox with input wires, output wires, and a

control panel that contains buttons and dials. Information flows into the state

machine over the input wires and values flow out of the machine over the

output wires. A top-level state machine is integrated into the simulation

environment by mapping its inputs and outputs to simulation database

variables. State machine outputs are written to the simulation database

automatically, at the completion of an HCSM execution step. That is, no side

effects to the simulation database occur during the execution of HCSMS. This

is vital to ensure that HCSMS are execution-order independent. State ma-

chine internals are invisible to the outside world. Even parent machines

cannot directly access internal state information of their children. For exam-

ple, Figure 2 shows the outermost view of a state machine that models driver

behavior for vehicle control. Input wires provide values for driver aggressive-

ness and reaction time. The state machine outputs an acceleration and

heading that are bound to the acceleration and heading of the vehicle. These

values are passed to the dynamics subsystem and used to determine the

position, orientation, and velocity of the vehicle. The use of input and output

parameters allows us to design modular HCSM components that are indepen-

dent of the specific context in which they are used.

Figure 3 shows two different inside views of the driving HCSM example.

Two of the child machines are sequential; the other is a concurrent state

machine. The view on the left side exhibits the machine’s hierarchical and

concurrent structure and its state transitions. The view on the right depicts
the flow of data through the machine, including the resolution of competing

outputs from child machines.

3.2 HCSM Operation: Executing an HCSM

The basic HCSM state machine execution algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

First, the HCSM’S pre-activity function is evaluated. SelectTransitionToFire
then examines the HCSMS transitions (if any exist), determines which are

enabled, and nondeterministically chooses an enabled transition to be fired. If

a transition is selected, the appropriate child is activated, becoming the new

active HCSM. Next, each active child HCSM is executed. The values com-

puted and returned by the children are independent of the order in which

they are executed so the children may be executed in parallel. Finally, the

HCSMS activity function is evaluated and the values it computes returned as

the HCSM outputs.
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Fig, 2. Blackbox view of an HCSM state machine

3.3 HCSM Design Issues

In designing HCSM, we faced a number of choices regarding what it means to

activate a state, how information is propagated through the hierarchy, when

data is updated, and how to suspend execution of state machines when they

are waiting for events to happen. In this section we present a number of the

alternatives we considered.

Although it might not be immediately apparent from the execution algo-

rithm of Figure 4, there is a clear separation between the advancement of

state and running of activities because state determinations are made from

the top down and activities are run from the bottom up. To make the

separation of state logic and activity more evident, the execution engine can,

in principal, be recast as the three-pass algorithm shown in Figure 5. The

first pass runs all pre-activity functions, the second makes state changes, and

the third pass runs all activity functions.

It is interesting to consider the various ways in which the AdvanceState

function could be implemented. In our software, at most one transition is

taken in a state machine. Transitions from the new active HCSM are not

considered until the next execution of the state machine. Alternatively,

transitions could continue to fire until a situation is reached for which no

transitions are enabled. Thus, on a single iteration of the engine, a state

machine could sequence through a series of activations of child machines. If

such immediate transitions are allowed, then tlhe question of what it means

to activate these transient states arises. Because a single child of a sequential

state machine is active at any time, the activity function of a parent HCSM

expects a single child to produce output. Thus it is reasonable to expect that

only the final state be executed after quiescence is reached. However, it is

natural for programmers to expect that a state machine will be executed at

least once when it has been activated.

Our method assures that whenever a transition is taken into a state

machine, that machine will be executed at 1east once. However, among

the child HCSMS there may be transitions taken from start HCSMS that

are never executed. To avoid this early departure from start HCSMS of
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Fig. 3. Two views of a concurrent state machme containing three chdd state machines Two of

the chdd machmes are sequential; the other is a concurrent state machine.

newly active machines, we could terminate the top-down execution of the

AdvanceState function whenever a transition is made. Thus the new state

will be left fully intact in its initial configuration when activities are executed

in the next pass.

It is convenient to create state machines that sometimes produce no values.

Such a state machine may wait passively until circumstances arise to which

it must attend. To explicitly recognize these wait state machines, we allow

the state machine to output a special null value that indicates that it

currently has no output. When awakened by some event, the state machine

may later generate values appropriate to its goals.

A number of additional features can be added to HCSM without difficulty.

Some behaviors can be expressed more easily if we allow HCSMS to have

entry functions, which are evaluated each time a machine is activated, and

exit functions, which are evaluated when a machine is deactivated. Similarly,

we can associate transition functions with transitions; whenever a transition

is fired, the associated transition function will be evaluated. History-based

activation of HCSMS is also supported, wherein reactivation of a state

machine after a dormant period restores the HCSM and its descendants to

their previous state instead of initializing them in the standard way to their

start configurations.

Lastly, we note an important difference between the way that information

propagates through the hierarchy with inputs and outputs as compared to

buttons and dials. If a parent responds to a button press by pressing the

button on a child, the child will not see the press until the next iteration of

state machine execution. To avoid order dependence, buttons are registered

(i.e., messages are delivered) only after the completion of an execution step.

Thus it will take a number of steps equal to the height of the state machine

tree for a state machine at the bottom of the hierarchy to see a sequence of

button presses started at the root. In contrast, inputs and outputs make
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ExecuteHCSM(hcsm) {

ExecutePreActivity (hcsm. preactivityfiunct ion) ;

transition-to-fire := SelectTransitionToFire(hcsm) ;

if (transition_tofiire) then

hcsm.active := transition-to-fire .to-state;

ActivateState (hcsm.active) ;

for each active child m of hCS1n do

ExecuteHCSM(m) ;

return(ExecuteActivity(hcsm. activityfiunction) ) ;
,

Fig.4. HCSMexecution algorithm.

information immediately available. Therefore, when delays mustbe avoided,

itis importantto use wires to communicateto child state machines.

4. USE OF HCSM FOR BEHAVIOR AND SCENARIO CONTROL

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of HCSM for modeling

behavior and scenarios in virtual environments. In particular, we describe

theuseofHCSM to model autonomous vehicle behavior and control scenarios

in real-time driving simulation. Although we choose here to focus on one

particular simulation application, we contend that HCSM iswell suitedto a

variety of applications. For example, we have also used HCSM to generate

flocking behavior in the style of Reynolds [1987] and to program scenarios

involving simulated humans (see Ko and Cremer [1995] for a brief discussion

ofthis work).

4.1 Scenario Control in the Iowa Driving Simulator

Our work is strongly motivated by the needs of the Iowa Driving Simulator

(IDS) [Kuhl et al. 19951. The IDS is a high-fidelity operator-in-the-loop

ground vehicle simulator that incorporates motion, force feedback and control

loading, high-quality visuals, sound, state-of-the-art real-time multibody dy-
namics, and scenario control. A Ford Taurus cab is mounted inside a domez

on top of a motion platform. Figure 6 presents a photograph of the motion

platform and dome. High resolution, textured graphics are projected on

2Other cabs can be installed in the dome—IDS uses HMMWV (the U.S. military’s High Mobility

Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle, commonly called the “hum-vee”) and Saturn cabs for some of its

projects.
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ThreePassExecuteHCSM(hcsm) {

Fig. 5 Three-pass HCSM execution algo-

rithm separating state advancement and the

running of activity functions,

ExecutePreActivities (hcsm) ;

AdvanceState (hcsm);

ExecuteActivities(hcsm) ;

}

screens on the dome walls—the forward field of view is 191° x 45° and the

rear field ofviewis 64° x 3S0.

One objectiveof our work is to create a methodology for controlling scenar-

ios in IDS. The scenario control subsystem is responsible for generating and

managing traffic, regulating traffic control devices, and setting the lighting

and weather conditions. We partition the scenario control problem into two

parts: basic behavior modeling and scenario authoring.

4.2 Basic Behavior Modellng

The behavior models we create for individual agents must be instilled with

the competence to perform required actions and with the agility to engage in

realistic interactions with unpredictable participants. The inability to predict

participants’ actions makes it impossible to prescribe the motions of simu-

lated agents off-line.

In the IDS, object behaviors are controlled by autonomous state machines

that react to each other as well as to the motion of the operator’s vehicle. A

vehicle’s state machine is responsible for controlling the position of the

vehicle at each step in the simulation. A road database maintains information

about the state of the virtual environment that is used by the state machines

to fire state transitions and to set parameters in control laws that determine

vehicle motions. The scenario control subsystem ensures that each state

machine is executed on a schedule, typically between ten and sixty times per

second, depending on the type and complexity of the vehicle behavior model.

At the end of each computation cycle, the road database is updated and

vehicle locations are reported to the visual subsystem for display.

In the first implementation of the IDS, scenario control vehicle behavior

was modeled using complex, one-level state machines. These state machines

modeled driving on an open road, following behind another vehicle, and
intersection behavior. Figure 7 shows a simplified version of a state machine

used to model typical driving behavior. The actual state machines used in

IDS are significantly more complex and include states for passing and

merging behaviors. Using these state machines, the scenario control subsys-

tem can generate traffic that has a natural reactive feel, and in which

phenomena such as jams and clustering emerge. However, as mentioned in

the previous section and detailed in Cremer and Kearney [ 1994], the model is

difficult to modify and debug.
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Fig. 6. Iowa Driving Simulator facility for real-time operator-in-the-loop driving simulation.

The second generation of scenario control uses HCSM to model object

behaviors. The ability to organize state machines hierarchically permits

coherent activities to be grouped. For example, we have separate state

machines for passing, following, and turning behaviors. The ability to encap-

sulate the logic of one aspect of behavior, such as passing, in a single state

machine simplifies the development, modification, and debugging of control

programs.

The concurrency of HCSM facilitates the creation of control programs that

must simultaneously attend to the many factors influencing driving behavior.

Vehicles must obey speed limits, stop at red signal lights, avoid collisions

with nearby traffic, and be alert to hazards in the roadway. At each instant, a

driver must integrate all the relevant information and adjust the accelerator

and steering wheel to best accommodate the demands of safe driving.

Fig-are 8 shows the structure and communication interfaces for the top

level of an HCSM that models basic driving behavior. The activity function of

the Vehicle Behavior Model uses the output of its five child state machines

to produce a desired acceleration and heading as output. Two of the child

state machines, Basic Driving and Turning, generate recommendations for

both the desired acceleration and heading. The remaining three children

generate recommendations for only the desired acceleration.

Buttons on the top-level machine allow other entities to send it directives

to adjust its speed, to change lane, or to turn at the next intersection. The

child state machines can be influenced by directives sent to their buttons by

the parent or sibling state machines. For example, when the Passing state
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Fug 7 Simplified version of first gen-
eration IDS vehicle behavior state ma-
chine,

,—

machine initiates a passing maneuver, it sends a directive to the Basic

Driving state machine to change lane.

4.3 Scenario Authoring

Experimenters studying human behavior are interested in using virtual

environments as a means to test the responses of subjects to specific circum-

stances. For example, investigators studying driving safety want to expose

subjects to specific crash treats such as lane encroachment, sudden braking,

and cars illegally driving through red lights. To elicit natural responses from

subjects, simulations of these situations must seem uncontrived. Threatening

events must occur in the natural course of the simulation without arousing

suspicions that would permit a subject to prematurely anticipate upcoming

events. Object behaviors must be reasonable and consistent with the subject’s

experience. For example, vehicles cannot magically appear on the road and

traffic signals must appropriately cycle through their lights. The challenge for

scenario control is to create complex scenarios that meet experimental needs

while maintaining diversity, reactivity, and realism in object behaviors.

Consider, for example, a study of the influence of age on accident avoidance

behavior that takes place on a high density, multilane freeway. The experi-

ment calls for a simulated vehicle just ahead of the subject’s vehicle in an

adjacent lane to encroach into the subject vehicle’s path. A driver’s response

in collision-avoidance situations is strongly influenced by the nature of the

surrounding traffic; the proximity of the vehicle following the driver and the

location of traffic in adjacent lanes severely constrains the driver’s options. In

order to assess differences in the performance due to age, the distribution of

traffic around the subject at the time of the encroachment must be controlled.

Our task is to inconspicuously coordinate vehicles in the vicinity of the

subject to create a consistent set of conditions at the time of the critical event.

The orchestration is made difficult because the precise time and location of
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Fig. 8. Top level of an HCSM modeling basic vehicle behavior.

the event cannot be predicted due to differences in subjects’ driving behavior

leading up to the critical event.

To accomplish this surreptitious control we have developed director objects

that manage situations by sending instructions to vehicles and traffic lights.

Directors are HCSMS that behave like daemon processes that monitor the

state of an operating system and are activated when circumstances arise that

require their services. Directors influence the behavior of scenario entities by

pressing the objects’ buttons and setting dials.

We find it convenient to classify behavior controllers according to how they

are activated and how they interact with other objects. For example, a trigger

is a behavior controller that is placed at a specific location on the roadway

and is activated when a vehicle drives over it. The trigger can be specialized

so that it responds only to a specific vehicle or a specific set of vehicles. When

the trigger is activated, it pushes a button on another object causing

it to change its behavior. For example, a trigger can be used to initiate the

motion of a vehicle on the shoulder of a highway as the subject’s vehicle

approaches it.

The behavior of a trigger is coded as an HCSM. This makes it simple to

construct triggers that fire once or repeatedly. It is also simple to add delays

between firings or create event sequences by chaining triggers so that one

trigger activates another trigger.

A trigger is connected to a specific object. Sometimes we cannot predict

which particular objects must play roles in creating a situation until the

simulation is running. Inevitable differences in subject driving behavior lead

to variations in the traffic that make it impossible to anticipate how a

scenario will evolve. For these cases, we developed a beacon. A beacon

radiates messages to nearby vehicles. The beacon can be placed at a specific
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location or it can be attached to a vehicle. For example, a beacon can be

attached to the subject vehicle and at the appropriate time instruct the

vehicles in front of the subject to accelerate or change lane in order to create

a clear path for the subject.

Triggers and beacons can be combined to create situations that require

coordination of many objects. For example, consider an experiment in which

we want to test a subject’s response to a vehicle driving through a red light as

the subject approaches an intersection. It is not possible to choose the vehicle

to perform the violation off-line when there is a significant amount of

ambient traffic. Because subjects drive at different rates they will arrive at

the intersection at different times. Thus, we cannot guarantee that a particu-

lar car will be in position at the intersection at the appropriate time. Instead,

a director can be used to conscript an appropriate scenario vehicle to run the

light.

Figure 9 illustrates how three concurrent directors can be used to direct the

traffic surrounding the driver, to trigger changes of the traffic light, and to

select a vehicle on the crossing road to perform the violation. All three

directors are activated by a trigger in the road that senses the approach of

the subject vehicle. To create a clear path for the violator to enter the

intersection, the Clear Lane Director broadcasts a clear lane message to

vehicles in front of the subject vehicle. These vehicles will change lane or

accelerate thereby creating a pocket of open road in front of the subject’s

vehicle. The Change Light Director is responsible for synchronizing the

traffic light sequence to the approach of the subject vehicle. Lastly, the

Conscript Violator Director selects a vehicle to perform the violation and

directs it to enter the intersection at the appropriate time. Thus, through

online direction, we are able to present a consistent set of circumstances

across a series of trials without sacrificing the dynamism and reactivity

essential for making the scenario believable.

4.4 Example IDS Scenario

In this section, we believe a lengthy scenario developed for studies of driver

performance in rear-end collision situations (more information on this re-

search can be found in [McGehee et al. 1995].) It was important that the

situations be embedded in a background of ambient traffic to prevent subjects

from anticipating experimental events. Situations were integrated into nor-

mal flow of traffic through extensive use of triggers and beacons. The diffi-

culty of the situations gradually increased through the course of the experi-

ment. Initial interactions posed only a minor threat of collision. By the end of

the experiment, collisions were difficult to avoid.

Eight situations were created sequentially along an 18-mile two-lane high-

way and a 7-mile four-lane freeway scene as sketched in Fig-m-e 10. The

overall driving time was 30 minutes. Situations were well separated from one

another. While driving between locations, the subjects were asked to perform

a variety of typical secondary tasks such as turning the radio on or off. This
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further reduced the likelihood that subjects would anticipate rear-end colli-

sion situations.

At the time these scenarios were developed, the HCSM version of the

scenario control code was still in the prototype stage, and was unsuitable for

use on IDS experiments. Key concepts were borrowed from the HCSM

methodology and the flat state machine code was extended to support these

concepts. As part of this extension, code was written to implement triggers

and beacons using flat state machines. Multiple flat state machines were

used to emulate concurrency.
The remainder of this section describes the standard scenario designs

through use of triggers, beacons, and concurrent state machines.

4.4.1 Generic Traffic. To conserve computing power, vehicles were simu-

lated only within a given radius around the subject vehicle. As a result,

vehicle simulation on the interstate did not commence until the subject had

driven to within approximately two miles of the interstate. At that point, the
left two of the three westbound interstate lanes were populated with generic

traffic consisting of approximately 15 vehicles per mile per lane. The south-
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bound lane of the two-lane highway was populated with generic traffic of

approximately 10 vehicles/mile/lane at all locations, except when this con-

flicted with a specific situation.

4.4.2 The Scenario. The eight situations composing the scenario are de-

scribed in the following.

Situation 1:The Slow Truck. Drivers experienced the first situation ap-

proximately three to four miles into the drive. The driver approached a truck
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that traveled at 55 MPH while on level road but slowed down to 40 MPH

when it climbed a 590 grade. Because the slowdown was caused by the uphill

drive, there were no brake lights to alert the subject of the truck’s reduction

in speed. Once on the crest of the hill, the truck pulled to the right shoulder

and stopped, allowing the subject to pass.

This situation was implemented using two triggers and a customized state

machine that controlled the truck with the use of a dial and a button. The

dial controlled the speed and acceleration of the vehicle, while the button

commanded the vehicle to exit the road and stop on the right shoulder.

The first trigger was positioned 1/2 mile south of the hill. Once the subject

driver came within the range of the trigger, the truck began its course

ensuring that the subject would meet it approximately halfway up the hill.

The second trigger was positioned at the top of the hill. When the subject

vehicle came within the range of the trigger, the truck was commanded to

exit the road by pressing the appropriate button.

Situation 2: The Semi-Sudden Turn. The second situation occurred ap-

proximately four miles later. A vehicle was stopped in the middle of the road

waiting to turn left. A continuous stream of traffic prevented it from perform-

ing the turn. Once the subject stopped behind the waiting vehicle, a gap

appeared in the traffic and it turned left.

This situation was implemented using a beacon and trigger. The beacon

generated a continuous stream of traffic that prevented the vehicle stopped at

the intersection from turning. Activation of the trigger occurred when the

subject vehicle stopped at the intersection. The trigger caused the beacon to

terminate the constant flow of traffic, which then provided the stopped

vehicle an opportunity to turn left.

Situation 3: The Inconspicuous Following. The third situation occurred

three miles after Situation 2. The subject vehicle traveled at the posted 55

MPH and approached another vehicle that was traveling at 35 MPH. The

event was completed when the subject either collided with the lead car, or

slowed down at or below 35 MPH, at which point the lead car accelerated to

55 MPH. Note that this car played a later role in Situation 4.

This situation was implemented by using the same state machine used for

the truck in Situation 1. The initial velocity of the lead vehicle was set to 35

mph. A trigger activated the lead vehicle when the subject approached the

location, approximately 13 kilometers south of the interstate intersection. A

second trigger was activated when the subject vehicle was close to the lead

vehicle and, after a two second delay, it set the speed of the lead vehicle to

55 mph.

Situation 4: The Unexpected Slowdown. This situation involved the lead

car from Situation 3. While approaching the intersection, the lead car slowed

moderately and then turned left.

One beacon was used to implement this situation. At 50 meters before the

intersection, the beacon activated buttons on the state machine that informed

the lead vehicle to set its braking to 0.35g and then turn left.
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Situation 5: The Indecisive Driver. This situation occurred on the freeway

entrance ramp. A stationary vehicle blocked the entrance to the freeway. A

continuous stream of traffic prevented it from merging onto the freeway. Ten

seconds after the subject came to a complete stop behind the stationary

vehicle, a gap appeared in the freeway traffic. The stationary vehicle began to

move as if it were trying to merge, but shortly later braked and came to an

abrupt stop. Twenty seconds later, a new gap appeared. This time the

stationary vehicle successfully merged into the gap. The gap was large

enough to allow the subject to also merge. Similar gaps appeared approxi-

mately every twenty seconds thereafter.

A special purpose state machine was designed to control the behavior of the

stationary vehicle. Traffic gaps were created by regulating traffic generation

west of the intersection.

Situation 6: The Dangerous Merge. The sixth situation occurred several

miles after Situation 5 and prior to a freeway entrance ramp (see Figure 11).

The subject vehicle (vehicle D) was coupled with a lead vehicle (vehicle A)

prior to the on-ramp. The lead vehicle moved from the right to the left lane to

make room for a merging vehicle (vehicle B). The subject vehicle was not able

to move to the left lane because of a shadowing vehicle (vehicle C).

This situation required extension of the state machine used to control the

truck in Situation 1 to support tracking of the subject’s vehicle within a given

distance. The state machine was easily programmed using buttons to lead,

follow, or travel next to the subject vehicle.

The first part of this situation was programmed using a beacon attached to

the subject vehicle. By lowering the target speed of vehicles behind the

subject and increasing the target speed of vehicles ahead of the driver, this

beacon ensured that no other traffic interfered with the situation. Two

vehicles were exempt from this rule and became vehicles A and C. The new

state machine developed for this situation was used to ensure that vehicle A

was the lead vehicle, while vehicle C maintained its position to the left and

slightly ahead of the subject’s vehicle.

A trigger was activated when the subject vehicle reached a position 200

meters south of the intersection. This trigger activated vehicle B which was

initially stationary. The state machine controlling vehicle B then matched the

speed of the subject vehicle. The start point of B was determined by experi-

mentation so that both the subject vehicle and vehicle B arrived at the

intersection at exactly the same time. This guaranteed a collision if the

subject vehicle maintained its course. Four seconds before the oncoming

collision, which was approximately the same time that vehicle B became

visible to the subject, a trigger was activated causing vehicle A to merge left

and vehicle B to switch to a constant velocity. At that point, it was up to the

driver to avoid the oncoming collision. Note that it was necessary for vehicle

B to switch to a constant velocity mode or a collision would have been

inevitable, even if the subject had taken corrective action.

Situation 7: The Gang. The seventh situation (see Figure 12) occurred
when a vehicle (vehicle C) cut in between the subject vehicle and the lead
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vehicle. At that time, the lead vehicle (vehicle B) was coupled to the subject

vehicle (vehicle A) at a 1.5 second headway. This 1.5 second headway was

representative of headway planned for some intelligent cruise control devices.

This situation was implemented by using a beacon attached to the subject

vehicle, which ensured that all vehicles, other than those necessary for the

interaction, dropped out of the immediate vicinity of the subject vehicle. The

three vehicles required for this situation used the state machine developed

for Situation 7. By using this state machine, vehicles that tracked the driver

were easily created by setting appropriate behavior patterns. A trigger acti-

vated five seconds after the vehicles reached their assigned positions con-

trolled the vehicle in the left lane so that it cut in front of the driver. The

situation was complete at this point.

Situation 8: The Sudden Stop. This situation involved an almost certain

rear-end collision. At this point, vehicle B from Situation 7 was the lead

vehicle. After driving for 1500 meters past the end of Situation 7, the lead

vehicle smoothly adjusted its speed to achieve a predefine distance in front

of the subject and then braked at maximum deceleration. Implementation of

this situation was similar to Situation 4. A beacon (1500 meters after

completion of the previous phase) activated a button on the state machine.

This controlled the speed of the lead vehicle, which established the appropri-

ate distance to the subject vehicle, and then set its braking to 0.85g, thus

creating the situation.

5. SUPPORT TOOLS FOR HCSM PROGRAMMING

We currently code HCSMS in a special-purpose language that is translated

into executable C code. This textual-based format is a substantial advance
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over earlier methods that relied on direct coding in C. However, we still find

that even in this highly structured format transition errors are easy to make

and hard to find. To assist with testing and debugging of vehicle behaviors

and scenarios in Iowa Driving Simulator applications, we have developed a

state machine visualizer that allows programmers to interactively inspect

HCSMS as they execute on a workstation version of the simulator. Figure 13

shows the visualizer displaying an HCSM with six concurrent child state

machines.

The programmer is presented a bird’s-eye view of a driving simulation.

Each vehicle is assigned a numeric label that is drawn on the side of the car.

Buttons with the numbers of all active cars are displayed in the inspection

window. A user can visually inspect the HCSM associated with a vehicle by

pushing the button marked with its numeric identifier. A graphic representa-

tion of the vehicle’s state machine will show which states are active and how

resolution methods select values from concurrently executing state machines.

The programmer can expand the state hierarchy to display child state

machines.

6. CONCLUSIONS

With the increase in virtual environment applications that involve real-time

simulation comes a demand for controlling the simulations to accommodate

the application designer’s goals. The need for modeling the behavior of

reactive or autonomous agents has been recognized for some time. But, until

recently, little attention has been given to the additionally important require-

ment of providing means for organizing the behaviors of simulated agents.

The HCSM framework described in this paper supports both aspects of

control through a single basic mechanism—a new form of communicating,

hierarchical concurrent state machines. HCSM state machines avoid many of

the problems of traditional finite state automata while retaining easy-to-

understand execution semantics. They support both vertical and horizontal

behavioral abstraction. In addition to representing the reactive or logical

portion of a system, HCSM includes an explicit representation of controlling

activities. Because of this, it provides the means to explicitly define arbitra-

tion mechanisms for resolving conflicting demands for limited control re-

sources.
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